Penn's Second Victory
Over Middles, 67-64,
Please Cage Mentor

Jepson Voted Manager
Of 1958 Football Team

I-F Discusses Improvements
In Fraternity Problem Areas

Pep Feature Ballet in 'King & I'

Reports of National Interfraternity Conference
For Suggestions Presented by Schroth

The reports of the National Interfraternity Conference applicable to the University were presented to the Interfraternity Council last week at a meeting of the Council.

The Interfraternity Council outlined the facets of fraternity life at other colleges which, he said, might be worthwhile to institute at the University on such problems as rushing, scholarship, pledging, public relations, I-F Week, Hope publications, discipline and rituals. Concrete proposals in these areas to improve the fraternity system at the University will be presented in the future, Schroth stated.

The I-F Council voted unanimously to change its meeting night from Monday to alternate Wednesdays, beginning after the Christmas vacation.

Debate Team Ties With Yale

The Varsity Debate Team, though forced to change its Oxford style in the fashion of a tape, "required" in its debate to maintain a 13 percent lead in both the positive and negative parts of the argument, which awards the decision to the negative team in a tie.

The three-octave round, held between Ashcraft, Arnett Brown and Miss Marilyn Salkoff, sparked debate in a much wider range of topics than the first in a series of Ivy League debates.

The Yale debate, the first of the series, was tied in the categories of the Associated Students of Yale University, the Associated Students of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the Student Government of the New York University.

President Undergoes Test
On Medical Fitness for Trip

Burk Is Selected President
Of Rowing Coaches Group

Dr. Shope To Give Lecture
On Significance of Influenza
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Dr. Shope To Give Lecture
On Significance of Influenza

by Richard E. Shope, of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, was delivered yesterday to the students in a nationwide lecture of the American Philosophical Association, the Royal Society of Medicine.

The purpose of the lecture is to explain the ideas that the school of medical students in South Africa is an effort to support the idea of the South African Negroes on the right of peace following the程序, as... impinge on the role of the student in the social and political life of the country.

Burk Is Selected President
Of Rowing Coaches Group

by Harold R. Fechbar

Varsity crew coach, the Burk, was elected President of the Rowing Coaches' Group at the annual meeting held at New York University.

By the time the air was reached by the members of the eastern teams, the team had set a new record for the rowing coach. The team then... the role of Eliza in "The King and I."

TheSmall House of Uncle Toms, a colorful ballet based on "Uncle Tom's Cabin," will high light the show Friday, April 5. The ballet production of Eldridge and Ham mond will occupy the King and Thursday evening, and Saturday evening at the Little Theatre.

Vanguard Failure Was Mechanical
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The sounds came thick and fast. A thick-socked, grumpy fellow was doing three sets in a pristine setting at center court, against open. The pastured cows moosed in a hollow relative.

_{Source: The Frankford News, December 14, 1927}
Varsity, Frosh Mermen Lose

By Al Spenner...

Skiers Rip Engineers
In First Contest, 10-3

Freshman Bob Bilinsky (15) balances himself on one leg after unfolding a shot at the Lehigh netminder, Cliff Gill.

Lafayette's varsity wrestling opened its 1957-58 season on a triumphant note last Saturday night with a 16-1 victory over the visiting Mermen, 38-0. In a match held at Eastland.

Although the final score showed Penn on top by a comfortable margin, the match was not decided until the final heavyweight bout, when Dick Norton, Lafayette's senior, was injured and had to drop out to the Quakers' Frank Tresny. The defeat awarded Penn five points which clinched the match.

In the opening bout of the afternoon, the Leopards' Dave Leon defeated Penn's Bob King, 9-0, in the 120-pound class. Lafayette's Tom Pringle forced his opponent roughly to 6-6 when decisive Jeanury Leary in the 145-pound weight class.

At 137, Al Black gave Penn its first win when he pinned Bill Mack with a half-nelson and body press. Ken Parker put Penn ahead, 6-0, by defeating Dick Pilo on a decision. In the 149-pound class, Barry Merrick defeated Dave Shibley, 9-0, with his powerful arm, while Jeanury Leary in the 162-pound weight class.

George Schmidt was selected by the Penn football writers as the basketball player of the Week in Penn's opening victory over William and Mary and Navy last week. He was chosen for his outstanding offensive and defensive maneuvers by the ESP weekly poll, a feature initiated for the first time this season. In his stellar performance, Schmidt showed up with seven and fifteen points, respectively.

That's True

College graduates over forty suffer from a decline in their earning power.

College educated men tend to be bachelors to a greater degree than average American males.

Jockey brand is America's best known brand of men's underwear.

3 ways to say Merry Christmas

Symbol of never-ending friendship, the circle of Holly. In the Christmas card, L&M's says, "Here's the welcome gift for all your friends who like to Live Modern.

Symbol of life, the tree of your Christmas comet of Chesterfield means the perfect gift for friends who like their Christmas best.

GIVE L&M—CHESTERFIELD—OASIS TO EVERY SMOKER, ON YOUR LIST
Yearling Five Beats Patriots In First Game

With three men hitting double figures, Penn's freshman basketball team had no trouble beating Germantown Academy, 73-24, in its season's opener at the Palestra.

Dave Knight tallied 22 points, Bob McKay 14 and Dave George 13, to lead the Trojans. For the German- towners, Walt Meyer poured in 34 points.

The Trojans jumped to an early 12-5 lead and were never seriously threatened after that, although the Patriots scored 12 within four points at one point. The Trojans then turned on the pressure and outscored the opponents, 25-13, in the last period.

Knight, who was bailed after making his excellent free-throwing, scored ten field goals and added two foul shots to join the Trojans' scoring. McKay, former high school All-American, scored only two points in the first half, caught fire near the end and dropped 15 in the last 10 minutes.

John George scored nine points, giving the Trojans points in eight. In general, coach Tim Holt was pleased with the evening's balance of the team. Another player to please Holt was the fact that the series of 31-11 out of 14 shots from the foul line.

The next game for the freshmen is to meet the Navy Flies Saturday at Annapolis.

Schmidt Tops On 18.0 Avg.

George Schmidt made the Pennsylvania basketball scoring parade with 30 points for an 18.0 points average. Dick Correnti tops the medallists with 28, and Dennis Sullivan with 26, closely follows Schmidt in the list of most important men in the competition.

Journalists were sent to see in the most, and Al ты Schmidt to the assist leader with 30, and Alby DeLaat has been noticed for his remarkable action.

NOTICES

ASHYNNA HUFFNAGEL The American Health Service of Ashynna Huffnagel will be on hand tomorrow morning at 8:30 a.m. to give information on the American Health Service and the importance of physical fitness.

NEW RECORD

James Ouster Denied

Charles J. Ouster, President of the University of Pennsylvania Student Body, today denied the Thaddeus Bowser's claim to being the most outstanding food in the Heart of Chinatown.

KN Keglers Win

Kappa Nu's beating team miinch.

Chinese Restaurant

146 N. 10th STREET
New York 8. N.Y.

OPPOSITE MEN'S DORMS

NEVER A CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS ON CLOTHES

GIFT BOXES FREE ON ALL PURCHASES

College man's best friend

VARSITY SHOP

11th and Market Streets

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

GREYHOUND

It's such a comfort to take the bus... and leave the driving to us!

DO IT YOURSELF HI FI KITS

- Preampifer
- Amplifiers
- AM-Tuners
- FM-Tuners
- Speaker Enclosures

Assemble them yourself and save money

FRIEND'S

914 ARCH STREET

925-6924

GUARDIAN OF THE CHINA SHIELD...

GOOD WILL BY GIVING, DECEMBER 25